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Topic/Product 

WTK Quaddrill                    
ISOBUS controller 
  

 Universal ISOBUS controller          
for seed drills 

 adaptable to any machine 
with minimal effort 

 
Figure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WTK terminal 

The WTK Quaddrill controller 
 

is a universal ISOBUS controller that can be adapted to any drill with 
minimal effort. 
 
Individual and changing soil conditions require seeding that is subject 
to constant adjustment yet remains very precise, as maximum yields 
involve optimal seed drilling as an important factor for success in 
precision farming. The important parameters of metering, blower fan 
speed, calibration test, tramline control and speed measurement can 
be adjusted easily with the WTK Quaddrill.  
 
The seed is spread optimally regardless of the travelling speed. 

Areas of application/properties 

‐ ISOBUS controller for pneumatic seed drills 
‐ For controlling/monitoring the speed of up to 4 metering drives 

(electric, mechanical or hydraulic) depending on the driving speed 
with seed pre-metering, variable definition of the absolute and 
percentage set values of the dosage amount and the reduction of the 
dosage amount in active tramlines 

‐ Driving speed is measured using the land wheel, radar or ISOBUS 
tractor ECU 

‐ Right and left half-width shut-off, part-width shut-off as section 
control in preparation 

‐ Tramline system for relaxed operation with automatic control of 
markers including headland management, with tramline markers and 
a defeat device for corresponding seed and fertiliser pipes 

‐ They are set by selecting the tramline cycle (2 to 38) and the tramline 
rhythm (symmetrical, asymmetrical, special) and the field edge (left, 
right) 

‐ Metering – 2 x basic functions enable fertiliser and seed to be spread 
at the same time 

‐ Integrated seed flow and fertiliser flow monitoring with adjustable 
sensitivity (optional) 

‐ Automatic tank emptying 
‐ Monitoring function for process parameters such as tank fill level, 

metering shaft and blower fan speed, calibration flaps 
‐  Protection and diagnostic function for short circuits, overload and 

cable breaks in switching outputs...  
‐ Alarm system for displaying deviations from normal operation 
‐ Sensor test 
‐ Recording efficiency by means of day, year and total counters for 

recording operating hours, hectare performance and spread quantity 
‐ Control of additional hydraulic valves for soil preparation and folding 

the chassis in and out (optional) 
‐ Fan control 

 
‐ Warning beacon module with LIN bus (optional) 
‐ Headlamp control, tank lighting 

‐ ISOBUS functionality: 

‐ Supporting the multi-VT functionality for freely selecting the display 
terminal in the tractor 

‐ Supporting “auxiliary input devices” for easy operation, e.g. via field 
handle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Operations of the  

       WTK Quaddrill controller 

 Electric drive 
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‐ Supporting the “task controller” functionality (precision farming) for 
site-specific spreading of seed and fertilisers 

‐ Supporting ISOBUS diagnostics (incl. error memory) 

‐ Operation with ISOBUS terminal optionally also with low-cost colour 
terminal “field operator 130” 

 

 
 
Technical performance characteristics 
 
‐ Operating voltage:  10.5..16V 

‐ Operating temperature: -20..+70°C 

‐ Storage temperature:  -30..+80°C 

‐ Protection class:  IP65 

‐ Area of use:   mobile machinery 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
For queries: 
 

WTK Elektronik GmbH 
 
Bischofswerdaer Straße 37 
 01844 Neustadt in Saxony 
Phone  +49 (3596) 565 60 
Fax   +49 (3596) 565  709 
E-mail    info@wtk-elektronik.de 
Internet www.wtk-elektronik.de 

 
We would be happy to provide you with further information and we 
look forward to your query. 
Find out more about us at  
www.wtk-elektronik.de 

 

 

 

 

 

Operations of the  

WTK Quaddrill controller 

e. g. 

 field operator 300 
 field operator 130 


